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Hose is a hollow tube used in transferring or carrying fluid and gas of different type. They are of
different forms. . While metal hose is stiff and solid the rubber and plastic hose can be both solid
and flexible. You may even find some home made of both rubber and metal to give them strength
and flexibility both. Based on the way they work hose can be air intake hose or a general carrying
hose.

Air intake hose are generally made of rubber and they have a suction device attached to it. It can be
found in vacuum cleaner and any other device that need to take in air. They can be found in
automobile such as scooters and motor cycle, and many more vehicles. They are generally used to
reduce level of noise in the vehicle. There are different sizes in these hose which are made
according to the requirement of different devices and motors. There are cold and hot air hose made
of different material. Whenever a company requires these hoses they just need to contact the dealer
who has a good stock and customization option of the hose and fulfill their requirement.

When looking for a rubber hose dealer it is very important to check their accountability and
credibility. They should be able to produce according to yours size requirement and the material you
want. At the same time the company should be able to produce high power hose which are required
for heavy industries. You can place an order only when you can trust them for the quality. It is even
better if you can get a feedback about the company or ask for samples to be sure.
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For more information on a rubber hose, check out the info available online; these will help you learn
to find the a air intake hose!
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